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things to know about EMF 
requirements for lighting products

Five
By Ari Honkala

The IEC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission)Technical committee TC 34 
(lamps and related equipment) published 

the standard IEC 62493 Edition 1 (Assessment 
of lighting equipment related to human expo-
sure to electromagnetic fields) in December 
2009. Its European counterpart, EN 62493, was 
published by Cenelec in 2010. As the standard 
deals with safety aspects, it was also published 

in the Official Journal of the European Union as 
a harmonized standard under the Low-Voltage 
Directive 2006/95/EC. Cenelec has set the Date 
of Withdrawal for the standard, which means the 
date when it supercedes previously published 
standards, to February 1, 2013. Effectively, from 
this date manufacturers should apply EN 62493 
for all lighting products placed on the market in 
the European Union.
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The objective of IEC 62493 Ed. 1 is 
to establish a standardized evaluation 
method for the electromagnetic fields 
emitted by lighting devices, in order to 
comply with the basic restrictions given in 
the ICNIRP (International Commission on 
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection) publi-
cation “Guidelines for Limiting Exposure 
to Time-varying Electric, Magnetic and 
Electromagnetic Fields.”

What lighting products are covered?
The standard’s scope encompasses all 
general lighting equipment and auxiliaries. 
Some equipment is specifically exempt-
ed. Exclusions include the use in vehicles, 
built-in components for luminaires and all 
lighting products without electronic con-
trol gear. It is possible to read the scope 
of the standard free of charge at the IEC 
Webstore. 

What is to be measured and how?
IEC 62493 Ed.1 takes a shortcut to mea-
surement requirements by observing that 
lighting products already are subject to 
the radio interference suppression require-
ments of CISPR Publication 15 (Limits and 
methods of measurements of radio distur-
bance characteristics for electrical lighting 
and similar equipment).

Having noted this, the standard analy-
ses in depth the frequency ranges cov-
ered by CISPR 15 and its corresponding 
emission limits. The CISPR 15 require-
ments for conducted power line emis-
sions, magnetic field emissions below 30 
MHz and radiated electromagnetic field 
emissions above 30 MHz are analyzed 
for their effect in the electromagnetic field 
(EMF) assessment. In addition, the spe-
cific characteristics of lighting equipment 
are considered, for example, the fact that 

the frequencies used in power converters 
are higher than 20 kHz in order to avoid 
audible noise. The conclusion of this anal-
ysis is that if the lighting device complies 
with CISPR 15, the only physical char-
acteristic that needs to be measured to 
prove compliance with the basic restric-
tions of the ICNIRP publication mentioned 
above is the induced current density due 
to the electric field. The measurement is 
performed in the frequency range 20 kHz 
to 10 MHz.

Details on measurement techniques  
and related test equipment

Electromagnetic labs are already known 
for their use of test fingers and artificial 
hands, but now a test head will also enter 
into service. The EMF standard for light-
ing devices calls for a test head, or more 
accurately, a van der Hoofden Test Head. 
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The device resembles a human head in 
size, but is simply a round metal sphere 
that is connected to an EMC test receiver 
through a protection network that has a 

tightly specified frequency-dependent in-
sertion loss (see Figure 1).

The test head is placed at a specified 

distance from the device to be measured 
and a scan is performed with the EMC 
receiver using a specified bandwidth (see 
Table 1). The resulting array of data is 
then processed with software that first 
converts the measured voltages into cur-
rent density Jcap(fn), taking account of 
the transfer function of the protection net-
work and the dimensions of the test head, 
and then compares the current density at 
each frequency to a limit value Jlim(fn). 
Finally, a summation is made to obtain 
the final result F as:

 

The final result is therefore conveniently 
expressed as a single figure, which is 
easy to compare with the specified limit 
of F=0.85.

The ICNIRP basic restrictions that relate 
to current density in head and trunk are 
shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1: Test Setup
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FIGURE 2: Limits for current density

Table 1. Receiver settings

20-150 kHz

Frequency range Measurement time Frequency stepRBW6dB

0.15-10 MHz

200 Hz

9 kHz

100 ms

20 ms

220 Hz

10 kHz
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Problems with the standard  
and questions of relevance

It is probably no surprise that this appar-
ently simple measurement method comes 
with a few complications.

For example, if CISPR 15 has not previ-
ously been used for EMC compliance of 
the device, an EMF assessment is now 
effectively required. In addition, if CISPR 
15 test data is available, but there is a 
non-conformity in some test, does this 
mean that the EMF requirements are not 
fulfilled? Usually not, since emission levels 
related to interference are much lower than 
those related to safety. The relevance of 
the test has also raised some concerns, 
because there is evidence that lighting de-
vices usually do pass the test with a clear 
margin. Due to these concerns, IEC TC 34 
and its Project Team PT62493 are planning 
a revision of the standard.

Future Development in IEC Technical 
Committee TC 34
Since IEC 62493 Ed.1 was published, 
manufacturers and test houses have  
performed tests according to IEC 62493 
Ed.1. The conclusion is that, in general, 
the probability of having EMF safety risks 
with lighting equipment is low. Therefore, 
it is planned that a future revision of IEC 
62493 will increase considerably the types 
of lighting devices that are deemed to 
comply with the standard without a need 
for testing. In addition, the relationship 
with CISPR 15 deserves a clarification so 
that differences in the requirements are 
explained unambiguously. Due to the  
increased use of lighting products with 
intentional transmitters, these need to  
be considered too, since the concept  
of utilizing radio interference limits does 
not work with radio transmitters. The 

planned timetable has yet to be officially 
announced, but it is expected the revision 
project will start in early 2013. p
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Automotive lighting 
design considerations—LEDsBy Aaron Qi, SGS 

Automotive lighting plays a very important 
role to ensure a safe driving. New tech-
nologies are developing rapidly including 

extensive use of new light sources such as LED 
/ LED modules, and “smart” automotive light-
ing systems such as automatic bending lighting, 
Headlamps alternately provide driving beam 
and passing beam and adaptive front-lighting 
system (AFS). These technologies deliver many 
advantages including better performance, re-
duced energy consumption, improved reliability, 
shorter ramp up time, anti-vibration and shock, 
small size and more design possibilities. 

However, they also bring new problems. For 
LED light sources, sensitive thermal characteris-
tics influence the stability of photometric perfor-
mance and UV-radiation from LED light sources 
may deteriorate light transmitting components. 
Therefor, thermal design, stability test, usage of 
low-UV-type LED module and UV-resistance test 
of internal materials become extra important. 
Newer versions of ECE Regulation No. 6, No. 7 
for signal lamps require one minute and thirty 
minutes photometric tests for light sources other 
than filament lamp(s). Also, new ECE Regula-
tion No. 112 introduces a set of tests for LED 
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modules including color rendering mea-
surement, UV-radiation measurement and 
temperature stability tests. 

For these “smart” lighting systems, more 
complex structures and lighting “modes” 

are also introduced. In a recent version of 
ECE Regulation No. 112 and No. 123, me-
chanical, electromechanical or other de-
vice for headlamps alternately require that 
driving beams and passing beams or bend 

lighting is required to withstand endurance 
tests and function failure tests. For AFS, 
different “modes” are defined--Class C, E, 
V, W for passing beams: each system shall 
provide a Class C passing beam and one or 
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more additional class (es), and each 
class should fulfill the photometric 
requirements specified in ECE Regu-
lation No. 123. 

As a new kind of light source for au-
tomotive lighting system, compared 
to traditional filament lamps, the light 
intensity distribution of LED/LED 
modules are much different. There-
fore during reflector and lens design 
this should be taken into account. 

Technology for photometry mea-
surement is developing very fast, 
Goniophotometers for general light-
ing and light sources can be used to 
create a model of 3-D light intensity 
distribution fast and accurately. The model 
can be imported into simulating and design 
software such as TracePro, Zemax, DIAlux 
and other CAD software using an electrical 
file format such as .ies, CIBSE and .ldt. 

Most LED suppliers input the light inten-
sity distribution information (Light Distri-
bution Curve) into the product datasheet. 
Therefore, more precise, controllable and 
personalized designs are possible.

 When designs become versatile 
and personalized, more accurate 
photometry measurement methods 
to verify the prototype’s photometric 
performance should be introduced. 
Advanced Goniophotometers for 
automotive lighting can be used to 
verify the performance using scan 
mode even with 0.01° accuracy in 
both axis. Detailed datasheet and 
light intensity distribution file are 
generated and the electrical file can 
be imported into optical design  
software to analyze and eventually 
improve the design. 

 Regarding the sensitive thermal 
characteristic of LEDs, thermal simulation 
software, thermocouples and IR cameras 
can be used to analyze and optimize the 
thermal design. Influenced by thermal ac-
cumulation and current variation both color 

Figure 2: Isoline diagram measured and generated by automotive 
lighting photometric measurement system (LMT GO H1400, LMT 
LIMES 2000 software). 
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and intensity of the light emitted will be 
changed. Thus, when performing thermal 
stability verification tests, both color and 
intensity values should be verified. A con-
stant current circuit and pulse width modu-
lation (PWM) solution is introduced. 

LED controllers is an important topic 
and design engineers should note that 

PWM solutions cause problems for light 
intensity measurement. In order to detect 
small and fast light intensity changes, the 
optical sensor is normally designed using 
a high sampling frequency. The integra-
tion time for each sample is very short. 
However, for PWM LED,s the light emit-
ting frequency is much lower. The result 

is that the reading of light intensity will be 
randomly changed. To avoid this, some 
photometry measurement systems have 
integrated a special optical sensor—the 
PMW sensor, whereby the sampling fre-
quency is lower and integration time is 
longer. p

Figure 3: Illumination 
simulated by automotive 
lighting photometric 
measurement system 
(LMT GO H1400, LMT 
LIMES 2000 software) 
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Eliminate Power Factor and Dimming Control  
Concerns with Advanced LED Driver Techniques  
By Bernie Weir / Frazier Pruett, ON Semiconductor

While it may appear that LEDs and compact 
fluorescent lighting (CFL) together may be 
the automatic winners as incandescent 

lighting is phased out, the power factor issues inher-
ent with CFLs, combined with rapid developments in 
LED lumens efficacy and more efficient dimming and 
control circuitry, may force LEDs to stand alone in the 
not-to-distant future.

This feature will show the relationship of power 
factor (PF) to efficiency and why global PF stan-
dards are rising, before describing how to achieve 
high efficiency in a compact form factor, while meet-
ing the most stringent PF requirements for integral 
LED bulbs. We will also show the latest in LED driv-

er techniques by showing a design for a low-cost, 
off-line, dimmable, linear LED driver suitable for 
general illumination applications in the commercial, 
industrial, and consumer market sectors. 

 
The power factor
What may not be understood is that while incan-
descent bulbs appear like resistive loads to the AC 
mains and have near perfect (~1) power factor (PF), 
the electronic ballast inside the most common CFL 
bulbs is capacitive and has a typical power factor of 
0.5-0.6.  This means that while the homeowner only 
pays for delivered watts, the electric utility must ac-
tually generate the proportional volt-amps so a 13 
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W CFL bulb with a PF of 0.5 represents 
a 26 volt-amp load, which is slightly less 
than 50 % of the volt-amps of 60 W in-
candescent. As a result, in the US, the 
Energy Star™ program has established 
a minimum power factor of 0.7 for >5 W 
LED bulbs and 0.9 for commercial LED 
luminaires such as downlights and spot-
lights. Globally, the US does not have the 
toughest PF requirements for LED bulbs; 
this prize goes to Korea where the mini-
mum PF requirement is 0.9 for bulbs with 
input power over 5 W.  This requirement 
presents challenges in designing the drive 
electronics where efficiency, available 
space, and bill-of-material cost must all be 
evaluated to achieve an optimal solution.

Recall that incandescent bulbs are de-
signed for one specific line voltage.  Apply-
ing this principle for LED bulbs introduces 
a new degree of freedom for designers as 

they no longer need to consider a single 
universal design that must work globally.  
In addition, the power supply within the 
bulb does not need to be electrically iso-
lated from the load as it is integrated inside 
a single housing.  Granted, care must still 
be taken in the mechanical design to meet 
the safety requirements through physical 
means.  Taking that into account, it is no 
longer necessary to use an isolated fly-
back topology as the only power conver-
sion architecture option.

A buck topology can be optimized for 
good power factor under specific bound-
aries.  Recall for high power factor the 
input current is coincident with the line and 
increases proportionally as the rectified 
line voltage increases.  The drawback of 
the buck is that no current flows until Vin is 
greater than Vout. This is why it is impor-
tant that compared to the line voltage, the 

LED string voltage must be relatively low.  
This is not a problem because in most 
cases the number of LEDs in series is rela-
tively low compared to the line voltage. For 
example, 8 LEDs in series is ~ 25 V which 
is < 15 % of the peak voltage of a rectified 
120 V ac input.

One control scheme for high PF boost 
converters is a fixed on time control where 
the switching cycle restarts when the in-
ductor current reaches zero. To control the 
power, feedback is used to adjust the on 
time. The same concept can be adapted 
to implement a buck topology and can be 
improved with a twist.  With fixed on time, 
the current through the inductor/switch rises 
in proportion to the line, which results in 
near perfect power factor with the tradeoff 
that the peak current can be very high at the 
top of the switching cycle.  In the bulb case, 
ideal power factor is not required so if the 
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peak current is limited during a portion of 
the switching cycle, losses in the switch and 
inductor  can be reduced which achieves 
higher conversion efficiency and limits the 
inductor size.  This creates a typical line 
current waveform which doesn’t look very 
sinusoidal as seen in Figure 1.  However this 
waveform easily achieves a PF > 0.9 with 
the tradeoff of increased distortion. 

To implement this hybrid fixed on time/
peak current scheme the NCL30002 con-
troller from ON Semiconductor has been 
developed and Figure 2 illustrates the 
complete application schematic.

The first point in reviewing the schematic 
is that the LEDs are referenced to the high 
voltage rail while the power switch is ref-
erenced to ground.  This is referred to as a 
reverse buck and simplifies the architecture 
since the peak LED current can be sensed 
directly and to drive the FET, a level shifter 

is not required.  After the controller starts 
switching, the driver is biased from an aux-
iliary winding on the inductor, this has an 
added function to sense when the current 
through the inductor drops to zero indicat-
ing a new switching cycle should start.  A 

precise 485 mV (± 2 % typical) is used 
to regulate the peak current through the 
switch. After Vin exceeds the LED Vf, fixed 
on time control is used to regulate the pow-
er to the LEDs until the peak current limit is 
reached, which is detected by Rsense.  To 
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Figure 1: Input Current Waveform
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control the delivered power if the 
AC line varies from nominal, line 
feedforward compensation is used 
to modulate the on time.  

An example 18 W design was 
implemented that is suitable to 
be incorporated inside an LED 
replacement for a 75 W A-lamp 
based on driving a string 8 LEDs 
at 750 mA with an output ripple 
of < ± 30 %.  Figure 3 is a pic-
ture of this 18x60 mm board.  
Typical efficiency was >90 % 
and power factor was >0.94 as 
illustrated in Figure 4.

 As illustrated, with an opti-
mized architecture, it is possible 
to solve the challenging puzzle 
of achieving high efficiency in 
a compact form factor while 
meeting the most stringent PF 
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Figure 2: Power Factor Buck Application Schematic
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requirements for integral LED bulbs. The 
basic design can be scaled for lower 
power by changing the MOSFET and 
reducing the size of the inductor.  This is 

critical since LED efficacy will continue to 
advance as manufacturers increase lu-
men output per LED, requiring few LEDs 
for the same lumen output and thus push-

ing down the energy consumption while 
at the same time reducing the cost of 
integral bulbs and increasing their market 
acceptance.p
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Figure 3: Example 18 W NCL30002 LED Driver Board Figure 4: Typical Performance with 18.5 W output (24.7 V @ 750 mA)
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Low-Cost, Off-Line, Dimmable, Linear, Parallel-to-Series LED Driving Circuit 

This design is a low-cost, 
off-line, dimmable, linear LED 
driver solution suitable for 
general illumination applica-
tions in the commercial, in-
dustrial, and consumer market 
sectors.  The circuit uses the 
ON Semiconductor Constant 
Current Regulator to control 
the current through the LEDs 
and to protect against volt-
age surges.  It is comprised 
of two sets of LEDs that are 
switched between parallel and 
series configurations when a 
threshold voltage is passed to 
provide improved efficiency, 
power factor, and total har-
monic distortion attributes. 

DN05046/D

May 2013, Rev. 0 www.onsemi.com 1

Design Note – DN05046/D

120 Vac, Low-Cost, Dimmable,
Linear, Parallel-to-Series

LED Driving Circuit

Overview

This design is a low-cost, off-line, dimmable,
linear LED driver solution suitable for general 
illumination applications in the commercial, 
industrial, and consumer market sectors.  The 
circuit uses the ON Semiconductor Constant 
Current Regulator to control the current through the 
LEDs and to protect against voltage surges. It is 
comprised of two sets of LEDs that are switched 
between parallel and series configurations when a 
threshold voltage is passed to provide improved 

efficiency, power factor, and total harmonic 
distortion attributes. The circuit is completely 
functional with standard phase-cut dimmers for 
incandescent lights.

Circuit Description

The circuit consists of a full-wave bridge 
rectifier (D1-D4), a threshold detection and switching 
circuit (D5-D6, Q1-Q3, and M1), two LED strings
(LED1-LED3 and LED4-LED6), and two ON 

Device Application Topology Input Voltage Input Power Power Factor THD
NSIC2030B LED Lighting Linear 100 to 130 Vac 6.7 W 0.98 22%

Schematic

Figure 1: Two stage parallel-to-series CCR lighting circuit

Device Application Topology Input Voltage Input Power Power Factor THD

NSIC2030B LED Lighting Linear 110 to 130 Vac 6.7 W 0.98 22%
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 Circuit Description
The circuit consists of a full-wave bridge 
rectifier, a threshold detect circuit (R1, R2 
& M1), a switch circuit to change between 
parallel and series configurations (M1, M2, 
Q1, Q2, R3, R4, R5, R6, S1 & Z1), two LED 
strings, and two CCRs.

Circuit Operation
The bridge rectifies the 60 Hz, 120 V(rms) 
input providing a 120 Hz half-sin waveform 
with a peak voltage of 170 V.  The bridge 
output is referenced from the cathodes of 
D3 and D4 to the anodes of D1 and D2.  
The bridge output voltage is applied across 
R1 and R2 creating a voltage divider.  The 
voltage at the junction of R1 and R2 is used 
to turn on M1, triggering the switching 
between the parallel and series configu-
rations.  The voltage at which the circuit 

switches is referenced as VSWITCH.  
It is recommended that VSWITCH be set 

approximately equal to the forward voltage 
of the two LED strings in series configura-
tion, which is 120 V in the provided circuit.  
Referring to Figure 1, VSWITCH depends 
on R1, R2, and the gate-source threshold 
voltage of the MOSFET M1.  This relation-
ship is expressed by the following equation:

M1 is an ON Semiconductor 2N7002K.  
A typical threshold value at 25 °C for M1 
is 1.7 V.  With R1 = 510 kΩ and R2 = 7.5 k, 
VSWITCH will be about 120 V.

When the bridge output voltage is less 
than 120 V, the two LED strings are in par-
allel.  As shown in Table 1, M1 & Q1 are off 
and M2 & Q2 are on.  S1 does not conduct 
because it is reverse-biased.  Z1 protects 

the gate of M2.  CCR1 controls the current 
for LED1-LED3 and CCR2 controls the 
current for LED4-LED6.   

When the bridge output voltage is great-
er than 120 V, the two LED strings are in 
series.  M1 & Q1 are on and M2 & Q2 are 
off.  S1 conducts and joins the two LED 
strings.  CCR1 controls the current for 
LED1-LED6.  

LED Configuration
Parallel Series

M1 Off On
M2 On Off
Q1 Off On
Q2 On Off
S1  Reverse-

Biased
 Forward-
Biased

Table 1:  States of the transistors and the Schottky diode 
in parallel and series operation.

SPONSORED CONTENT
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Key Circuit Features
•  Fully compatible with standard  

dimmers
•  High light output
•  Very low cost 
•  No capacitors or inductors
•  Power factor = .86
•  Input Current THD = 60%
•  Wide input voltage range
•  Constant current and protection  

for LEDs
•  Suitable for small form factor  

applications
•  Adaptable to drive more LEDs

For more information click here  
to download the full report.
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Figure 2:  The circuit switches 
between parallel (left) and series 
(right) load configurations.  The 
switch occurs as the bridge output 
voltage passes VSWITCH = 120 V.  
It will be in parallel operation from 0 
to 120 V and series operation from 
120 to 170 V if Vin is a 120 V(rms) 
sine wave. 

 http://twimgs.com/designcentral/EE Times/Parallel-to-Series Design Note Draft.doc
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Remote dim

with a single-stage 
off-line driverLEDs

By Tom Stamm, STMicroelectronics

Dimmable LED drivers have stability prob-
lems at very low light levels. This article 
will examine the reasons and propose 

a solution to the problem. It will not cover triac 
dimming since instability at low settings is due 
to different mechanisms. Dimming methods us-
ing a communication scheme to set LED current 
include DALI, 0-10V, Zigbee, and Powerline Car-
rier control. 

A signal received at the LED driver sets a refer-
ence current, and a control loop adjusts scaled 

LED current to match the reference. Tight control 
is required so that the light from adjacent fixtures 
appears the same. We were puzzled by flicker 
and “shimmer” that appear at very low light levels. 

Single-stage power factor correction
If a two-stage power converter is used, the low 
light level instability is never seen. The first stage 
(boost or PFC-Flyback) establishes a relatively 
steady voltage, and the second stage (usually 
inverse buck) closely regulates the current in the 
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LEDs. The two-stage approach uses more parts and is typically 
less efficient than a single-stage converter. For cost reasons, the 
single-stage PFC-Flyback converter is usually selected.

 
The Problem 
Dimming over at least a two-decade range is desired. Incandes-
cent lamps have no problem delivering this range--they become 
dramatically less efficient at low power levels, so the power range 
needed for the two-decade light range is fairly narrow. If 40% of 
voltage or current is delivered, light output drops to about 1%.  

Unfortunately, this sets the market’s expectations for LEDs. 
LEDs have a much more linear response, and their efficacy 

actually increases at low currents. The eye can discern 5% differ-
ences between adjacent sources, and it responds to the percent-
age difference, not the absolute light level. This will require very 
tight control of the current, and the accuracy required gets even 
tighter at low light levels. Primary side control cannot be used if 
dimming to 1% of full output is required. 

LEDs have no self-filtering mechanism like incandescents. The 
thermal mass of the filament in a light bulb is a satisfactory filter 
for the AC line, but LEDs require external filtering. The usual solu-
tion is a large electrolytic capacitor directly across the LEDs, and 
it works well.

The size of the electrolytic is set by the requirement for opti-
cal ripple. If the current ripple is less than about 10% rms (about 
28% p-p) the light quality is perceived the same as for pure DC. 
(Also, the Energy Star label requires a statement on the lamp if 
ripple exceeds 10%.) 

LEDs have a dynamic resistance (slope resistance) of about 
1/10 of the apparent V/I resistance. Figure 2 shows the V-I curve 
for a typical LED. 
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Figure1. Typical PFC-Flyback LED driver with external control.
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 So, for ripple less than 10% RMS, the capacitor must hold the 
voltage across the LEDs within about 1%. The value needed is:

 The capacitor is unfortunately also part of the control loop. 
The capacitor and LED dynamic resistance set a control pole at 
about 30Hz. So it adds a phase lag of 45 degrees and reduces 
loop gain by 6dB at that frequency. We’ll get back to this later… 

The graph below details gain and phase shifts due only to the 
LED-capacitor pole.

 Notice that the dynamic impedance of the LED increases as 
current is reduced. Unfortunately, this shifts the control loop pole 
to the left. At 10% current, the corner frequency is about 3 Hz. 
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Figure 2. Typical LED V-I characteristic showing slope resistance (dV/dl) varying with current.

Figure 3. Shift of control pole with LED current due to increasing dynamic resistance.
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At 1% current it’s about 0.3Hz. Note 
that the typical control loop for a PFC 
stage has a crossover frequency be-
tween 3Hz and 20Hz. 

It’s not reasonable to design a con-
trol loop with a movable pole of this 
range. The only possible solution is 
to design for a crossover in the 0.03 - 
0.1 Hz range--and the loop would be 
very, very sluggish. 

The Solution – 
There is another solution. It involves 
more parts, but efficiency is only 
slightly affected, and costs are still 
lower than the 2-stage driver. The 
current into BOTH the capacitor and 
LED string can be measured. This is 
the converter output current. 

 However, the current supplied by 
the PFC-Flyback converter is in tri-

angular pulses, and the pulses are 
modulated by a 120Hz sine wave with 
a DC offset. The DC offset is what we 
are trying to measure. The high fre-
quency and 120Hz components must 
be filtered out. The pulsed current 
would also greatly increase the dissi-
pation in the current sampling resistor. 

The high frequency current has the 
shape and envelope shown in Figure 5. 

 The RMS current of the sawtooth 
component is huge. At low line, for 
a wide-range converter (90Vac to 
305Vac) the current at the peak is 
over 8 times the average DC output 
current, and the RMS current over 
twice the average DC output current. 
The sensing resistor would dissipate 
4 times the power it would see if it 
were after the electrolytic capacitor. 

To fix this, a small film or ceramic 

!

Ripple filter

Current sense res

!

Converter output current

Sinusoidal envelope

DC average curent

Figure 4. Eliminating phase shift due to movable pole.

Figure 5. Output current from PFC-flyback converter (HF period  
exaggerated). 
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capacitor can be placed on the converter output. Not much ca-
pacitance is required, but the capacitor’s ESR must be low and the 
RMS current capability must be adequate. Several capacitors in 
parallel may be required. A small inductor in series with the cur-
rent sampling resistor may also be useful. The film capacitor has a 

negligible effect on the 
twice-line-frequency 
component. This must 
still be removed. 

 The heating effect of 
the sine component in 
the current sampling 
resistor is small, since 

it’s a small fraction 
of the total current. 

The relationship of DC and 120Hz components is constant – the 
AC peak-to-peak is twice the DC, so its RMS value is 0.707 of 
the DC current (LED current). The RMS currents add in the usual 
way, square root of sum of the squares:

   Dissipation in the current sampling resistor would still be 

significantly higher than with the LED DC current measurement, 
rising by a factor of I2.

 However, this is a lot better than with the switching frequency 
component present. 

For the control loop, the 120 Hz component can be filtered out 
with a simple R-C filter made up of small SMT parts. It would 
have stable gain and phase shift characteristics that only varied 
with frequency, not with the load current. The 6 db breakpoint 
can be set the same as for the full LED DC current measurement, 
or slightly lower in frequency. 

The final output circuit schematic is shown in Figure 7. p

120 Hz component

DC component

0

Figure 6. Twice-line-frequency and DC components of  
figure 5 (sawtooth component filtered out). 

!

LED
string

To
control
circuit

Low-pass filter

Ripple filter

Current sense res

Film
caps

Figure 7. Output stage with 
stable control breakpoints.

!
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LED lighting design—A
checklist

By Jim Young,  ON Semiconductor, Usha Patel, Littelfuse, Inc.

Consumer demand and government ini-
tiatives to phase out inefficient lighting 
technologies are pushing expansion of 

LED lighting. Designers of these devices must 
satisfy not only end users, but also various 
agencies and published standards that dictate 
performance of the finished products. 

Given that LED bulbs are intended to be form 
factor-compatible with current incandescent and 

CFL bulbs, they will have an AC/DC power con-
verter, driver/controller IC for the LEDs, a heat 
sink for thermal management, and optics to op-
timize light quality. Similar considerations apply 
to the design of outdoor LED luminaires. 

Pivotal design areas are the driver and its pow-
er converter. These sections of an LED lighting 
assembly have the greatest influence on achiev-
ing performance objectives. Similarly, protective 
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devices for these circuits have a great deal 
of influence on the reliability and life of the 
assembly, particularly in outdoors applica-
tions. Moreover, safety and reliability de-
mand adequate reliable overvoltage and 
overcurrent protection. 

Overview of Industry Standards 
Designers of luminaires and retrofit LED 
bulbs have several options to consider in 
the selection of a driver’s power converter 
topology, as well as protective devices for 
this circuitry and the LEDs. A good starting 
point is to review pertinent industry stan-
dards and test specifications. 

Table 1 is an overview of global stan-
dards for those countries representing 
the greatest demand for LED lighting. As 
indicated in the table, two key areas to be 
considered are surge immunity and safety. 
The choice of isolated vs. non-isolated 

topologies with their corresponding power 
levels will dictate the level of safety re-
quired to protect against short circuit, 
overload and surge transients. 

 In the US, agencies are establishing 
uniform performance, safety and surge 
standards for LED lighting. The EPA’s 
Energy Star specifications apply to LED 

Surge Immunity (Combo wave)
1.2 x 50µs Voc/8x20µs Isc
Integrated LED light bulbs
(E27 Base Europe/E26 Base USA)
(LED retrofit lamps and indoor
commercial)

Surge Immunity (Combo wave)
1.2 x 50µs Voc/8x20µs Isc
LED Outdoor Luminairies
(Street Lighting, Parking Lot
Lighting)

Safety

United States Europe
S. America

Japan Taiwan China Korea

Energy Star (Based
on IEEE C62.41.2)
Ring wave 2.5kV
100k Hz Class A

DOE (Based on
IEEE C 62.41.21
Category C-Low

6kV/3kA
category C-High

20kV/10kA
ANSI/NEMA

(spec. no. TBD)

UL 8750, UL 1310,
UL 1993, UL 1598

IEC/EN61547 IEC/
EN61000-4-5

500V/250A
1kV/500A

IEC/EN 61547 IEC/
EN 61000-4-5

4kV/2kA 6kV/3kA
10kV/5kA

IEC/EN 62560 bulb
IEC/EN 60598

Luminaire
IEC/EN 62031 LED

array/module

JIS C 61000-4-5
(Based on IEC/EN

61000-4-5)
500V/250A
1kV/500A

JIS C 61000-4-5
(Based on IEC/EN

61000-4-5)
4kV/2kA

DENAN standards
JEL801

CNS 14676-5
(Based on IEC/EN

6100-4-5)
500V/250A
1kV/500A

CNS 146766-5
(Based on IEC/EN

61000-4-5)
4kV/2kA

CNS standards

GB/T 18595 (Based
on IEC/EN 61547)

500V/250A
1kV/500A

GB/T 17626 5
(Based on IEC/EN

6100-4-5)
4kV/2kA

GB24819-2009/
IEC620311 LED

Module for general
lighting-safety

K61547 (Based on
IEC/EN 61547)

500V/250A
1kV/500A

KS C IEC61000-4-5
(Based on IEC/EN

6100-4-5)
4kV/2kA

KS standards

Table 1. Important global standards standards to consider in LED lighting design.
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replacement bulbs for residential and cer-
tain commercial applications. The Dept 
of Energy’s (DOE’s) Municipal Solid State 
Street Lighting Consortium’s (MSSSLC) 
LED Roadway model spec, and the Com-
mercial Building Energy Alliance Parking 
Lot and Structure Outdoor LED lighting 
performance spec are important docu-
ments released in 2011 and 2012 respec-
tively that address surge immunity levels 
for outdoor LED luminaries. 

Against this backdrop of standards and 
test specifications, designers must meet a 
number of performance objectives related 
directly to driver topology and the protec-
tive devices needed. These performance 
objectives include:
•  LED operating efficacy (lumen output  

per watt of input power)
•  Overall power efficiency of the lighting 

assembly

•  Thermal management of the LEDs and 
their driver circuit

•  AC power factor correction (PFC) for the 
driver circuitry 

• AC harmonics generation (distortion)
• Meeting EMI restrictions
• Whether or not dimming is required
•  LED driver reliability and service life  

(to match that of the LEDs)
• Circuit protection devices needed
•  Electronics space efficiency  

(assembly size)
• Cost/competitive position 

 Driver Power Supply Options/Tradeoffs 
A typical LED lighting assembly uses a 

series wired string of LEDs powered by a 
switch mode constant current driver. This 
combination tends to be the best choice 
for the desired lumen output, color con-
trol, and adding a dimmer when needed. 

When supplied from AC mains, the con-
stant current source is typically called an 
offline power converter, which is the case 
for most LED retrofit bulbs and outdoor 
luminaires. 

Safety and UL recognition heavily influ-
ence power converter topology decisions, 
which in turn affect component selection, 
electrical insulation, and assembly size, 
how circuit protective devices are used, 
and of course – cost. 

Topology also impacts power efficiency 
and other performance factors. While 
switch mode power converters are com-
monly used in LED drivers, certain applica-
tion factors may suggest specific types of 
converter topologies. In general terms, the 
topology options for AC line powered as-
semblies could include: 
•  Isolated and non-isolated linear drivers 

with constant current regulation 
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•  Buck and buck/boost converters 
(with or without PFC) 

•  Single stage flyback driver with PFC 
•  PFC + Isolated half-bridge constant 

V/constant I (eliminates linear or DC-
DC conversion stage) 
In many of these topologies, an-

other consideration could be the use 
of synchronous rectification, which 
can improve efficiency at lower out-
put voltages. Space doesn’t permit a 
detailed treatment of all these possible 
approaches to LED driver designs. 
However, a few examples will be pre-
sented to highlight some tradeoffs to 
be considered. 

Pros and Cons of Isolated vs.  
Non-Isolated Topologies 
Many retrofit lamps and lower power ap-
plications do not use isolating transform-

ers. These non-isolated solutions utilize 
inductors as an averaging element. Fig. 1 
provides simplified examples of isolated 
and non-isolated LED driver circuits, which 

may feature PFC. 
 To a certain extent, the term non-

isolated is a bit of a misnomer, since 
safety considerations require the use 
of electrical insulation in non-isolated 
topologies to protect (isolate) users 
from dangerous voltages. (Whatever 
the topology, the assembly should 
provide fail-safe operation.) Among 
other things, cost and assembly size 
tradeoffs must be considered when 
deciding which topology to use. How-
ever, other factors may dominant to-
pology selection based on desired 
performance characteristics, industry 
standards and test specifications. (See 
performance objectives listed earlier.) 

Isolated Topologies 
A transformer can be a significant factor in 
terms of size, cost, and power efficiency. 

AC

AC

Source: ON Semiconductor

PWM switching
regulator

PWM switching
regulator

PFC
(optional)

PWM
controller

PWM or PFC
controller

CCCV
control

Figure 1. Top: isolated single-stage flyback driver. Bottom:  
non-isolated buck driver.
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It contributes to power loss due to leak-
age inductance and reduced utilization of 
winding area. Larger components may be 
needed for high PF solutions to maintain 
more constant LED current. 

While the PF metric is related to overall 
power utilization, the efficacy of the LED 
bulb or luminaire (lumens out per watt in) 
may be an overriding factor due to indus-
try standards, such as Energy Star speci-
fications. PFC is also important in LED 
lighting destined for Europe, which must 
comply with IEC61000−3−2 Class C. More 
stringent requirements are invoked for ap-
plications with input power >25W where 
limits extend to the 39th harmonic. 

On the other hand, a transformer pro-
vides a certain degree of protection from 
transients and surges occurring on the 
primary side. This may reduce the number, 
size and cost of circuit protective devices 

needed on the secondary side. 
From a component count perspective, 

implementation of a given topology, such 
as a flyback driver, may be more impor-
tant. For example, a single stage flyback 
(Fig. 1) vs. a dual stage will lower the com-
ponent count, assembly size, and cost. By 
requiring only a single power processing 
stage after the rectifier and filter, this also 
tends to improve reliability. 

One of the problem areas in driver power 
supply design is the use of electrolytic 
capacitors. These are usually one of the 
first components to fail, and operating 
temperature is a strong determinant of 
their service life. Effective thermal man-
agement is very important in a successful 
product. (More on operating temperature 
later.) In high PF solutions there is no large 
high voltage storage capacitor, which is 
often an electrolytic type, after the input 

diode bridge rectifier. In addition to reliabil-
ity problems, large input capacitors distort 
line current and lower the PF. Although a 
capacitor across the LEDs is used on the 
secondary side, a lower voltage device 
with longer life can be selected. 

Non-isolated Topologies 
Because non-isolated topologies don’t 
have a transformer, their circuits are sim-
pler and the component count lower. 
These topologies (typically a buck or buck-
boost driver) are prominent in residential 
LED retrofit bulbs and other lower power 
applications. These solutions can also 
achieve a PF in the range of 0.95 to 0.98 
with proper control technique. 

Still, adding electrical insulation to pro-
tect users from dangerous voltages adds 
another form of assembly cost, as LEDs 
require heat sinks to keep their tempera-
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ture below a critical value. This is not a 
simple matter in a residential (A19) bulb 
outline since the heat sink is exposed. 

LED temperatures above 80°C result in a 
significant loss of efficacy and color shifts 
can occur. Consequently, the designer 
needs to control temperature to maintain 
high LED light output. Excessive tempera-

ture also poses a fire hazard and reduces 
LED life, as well as the life of the driver. 

Lack of transformer isolation also means 
that power conversion circuitry and the 
LEDs are more susceptible to damaged by 
surge energy coming from the AC mains. 
Thus additional and more robust circuit 
protective devices are needed on both the 

AC and DC sides of the lighting assembly. 
Once again, capacitors become a con-

sideration as they were in the isolated fly-
back topology. With a non-isolated topol-
ogy a relatively large capacitor is required 
to maintain a constant flow of current to 
the LEDs around the zero crossings of the 
AC input. 

Whether you are considering an isolated 
or non-isolated topology, a high PF also 
simplifies the design task when LED dim-
ming is needed. It enables fewer dimmer 
circuit components and allows the use of 
external phase-cut triac dimmers, like the 
legacy products developed for incandes-
cent bulbs. 

Circuit Protection Requirements 
All LED drivers need various devices in 
multiple locations (Fig.2) to protect the 
circuitry from overvoltage and overcur-

!
Figure 2. Typical LED luminaire driver circuit with transient and surge energy protection devices.
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rent events. Today, there are a few key 
industry standards and specifications 
that should be studied before undertak-
ing your LED retrofit bulb or outdoor 
luminaire design. UL 8750 was created 
recently and is the Standard for Safety of 
LED Equipment for use in Lighting Prod-
ucts. It requires the use of a protective 
device intended to interrupt or limit the 
flow of current as a result of overload to 
minimize risk of shock and fire. The use 
of fuses for this type of application is the 
most common and reliable technology to 
protect against short circuit or overload 
events. These AC fuses are in series with 
the load and available in a wide range of 
form factors, amperage ratings, voltage 
ratings, breaking capacity and mounting 
options to provide design flexibility to the 
design engineer.  

For indoor LED lighting and retrofit 

lamps, EPA’s Energy Star requires surge 
immunity up to 2.5kV level ring wave for 
the US (Fig. 3). 
•  Test Level: 2.5kV/83A, line-to-line (ANSI/

IEEE C.62.41-1991, Class A operation). 
•  Number of surges: 7 strikes in common 

mode and 7 in differential mode, 1  
minute between each strike.

 

For countries outside the US, IEC 61547 
calls out the surge immunity testing per 
IEC61000-4-5 which specifies the com-
bination wave surge testing (Fig. 4) de-
pending on the wattage of the LED light-
ing assembly as itemized below. Key 
IEC61000-4-5 surge energy test require-
ments include: 
•  For self-ballasted lamps and luminaires 

< 25W, 500V/250A: Apply 500V L-L with 
2-ohm source impedance & 1kV L-G 
with 12 ohms impedance. 

•  For luminaire > 25W, 1000V/500A:  
Apply 1kV L-L with 2-ohm source  
impedance & 2kV L-G with 12 ohms  
impedance. 

•  Number of surges: 10 strikes, 5+ and  
5- at phase angles 90/270 respectively,  
1 minute between each strike. 
 Outdoor LED lighting is far more sus-

ceptible to high surge events that result, !

1.0
Rise Time = 0.5µs

10µs

Time (µs)

V
(t)

/V
p

1.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

-1.0
0 10 20 30

0

Figure 3. Energy Star transient voltage immunity test 
waveform: 0.5µs rise time x 10µs duration (100kHz) 
ring wave.
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for example, from lightning storms. It is 
crucial that sensitive electronics contained 
in LED drivers and the LED themselves be 
protected against such high-energy events. 
For outdoor LED lighting, such as street, 
roadway, parking lot and garage luminaires, 
the US Department of Energy (DOE) has re-
leased a model specification that addresses 
performance and surge immunity testing. 
The locations of these luminaires fall under 

Category C-High for high exposure 
to environmental events. 

Many cities and municipalities 
are adopting the DOE specifications in 
their vendor bid packages for LED lighting 
retrofit projects. The intention is to ensure 
the longevity and reliability of the LED 
luminaire investment, as these can cost 
two to three times the incumbent lighting 
technology. 

Based on the physical location of the 
LED luminaire (see Fig. 5), IEEE C.62.41-
2002 determines the level of surge immu-
nity required. 

 According to the IEEE C. 62.41-2002 
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Figure 4. IEC 61000-4-5 surge immunity test waveforms: 1.2/50µs open circuit voltage and 8/20 µs short 
circuit current.

Figure 5. Lighting locations defined by ANSI/IEEE 
C.62.41-2002, which determine the type of protective 
devices needed in an LED luminaire.
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specification, the surge is characterized 
by a combination waveform with 1.2/50µs 
open circuit voltage and 8/20µs short cir-
cuit current. Table 2 summarizes the surge 
levels to be tested for different indoor and 
outdoor lighting applications. 

 DOE MSSSLC references this standard 
in their LED Roadway model spec for out-
door lighting, which falls in the C high cat-
egory. This surge level is one of the most 
stringent at 20kV/10kA with a total of 30 
hits in different coupling modes and phase 
angles. A summary of C-high and C-low 
test requirements is listed in Table 3. 

 
Circuit Protection Device Selection  
and Placement 
The previous section discussed protection 
requirements for indoor and outdoor LED 
lighting applications. This section de-
scribes how to best meet published stan-

dards and protect the luminaire through 
proper component selection and place-
ment in the circuitry. A protection scheme 
in block diagram form that meets safety 
and surge standards is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The three MOVs contained within the 
SPD block of Fig. 2 are used to provide 

high levels of surge immunity to the de-
sign. The 25mm thermally protected MOVs 
are the best option to meet multiple hits 
of 10kA surge currents. These MOVs are 
designed to cover all paths the current can 
take including line to neutral, line to ground 
and neutral to ground. These varistors will 

Waveform 1.2/50µs 8/20µs Impedance (Ohms)

Location category Pk voltage (kV) Pk current (kA) Source Application

A (Indoors)

B

C Low

C High (Outdoors)*

6

6

6

20

0.5

3

3

10

12

2

2

2

Indoor commercial/bldg./offices/retail

Lighting near service entrances

Commercial/industrial/parking garage

Street/hwy/parking lot/area flood/outdoor

Waveform 0.5Ms 100kHz ring wave Impedance (Ohms)

Location category Pk voltage (kV) Pk current (kA) Source

A (Indoors)

B

C Low or high

6

6

6

0.2

0.5

0.5

30

12

12

*A combination waveform where specified peak current is calibrated on the tester by shorting the output together prior to connection
to the luminaire. Single phase modes: L-N-L-G-N-G. Polyphase Modes: L-L-L-N-L’s-G

Table 2. IEEE C.62.41-2002 test requirements for LED lighting.
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take the brunt of the surge 
event in a lightning event for 
example. Still some energy 
will be let through where the 
subsequent smaller varis-
tor contained within the LED 
driver can handle. 

At the AC input section, 
selection of the fuse and MOV 
at the AC input must be coor-
dinated. This means that the 
energy needed to melt the fuse element (its 
I2t value) should be high enough to allow 
the MOV to operate under surge conditions 
without causing the fuse to open. It should 
only open when an overload or short circuit 
condition occurs. 

There will be instances when the driver is 
not able to survive surge events, even with 
a varistor on the AC input. In these cases, a 
TVS diode can be added at the input of the 

power converter stage as shown in Fig. 2. 
It provides further clamping of any energy 
“let through” from the MOV so the driver 
circuit can survive. 

Protection of the LEDs could require a 
PTC, another TVS diode, and the PLEDs 
shown in Fig. 2. The PTC is a positive 
temperature coefficient device that limits 
the DC current during overcurrent or over-
temperature conditions for LEDs protection. 

The second TVS diode is a 
transient protector for any 
residual energy let through to 
the LED circuit. 

PLED protectors are 
unique components that 
provide bypass for an open 
LED string, electrostatic dis-
charge (ESD) protection, and 
reversed polarity protection. 
A constant current source 

driver has a maximum (open circuit) output 
voltage called the “compliance voltage”, 
which appears across an LED that opens 
(the most common failure mode). This will 
trigger the PLED device to turn on and con-
duct current around the open LED. (PLED 
power dissipation is lower than a lit LED.) 
The remaining LED’s stay illuminated, and 
in many applications, the failure of a single 
LED is not critical or even noticeable.p

Parameter Test level/configuration

1.2/50 µs open circuit voltage peak

8/20 µs short circuit cerrent peak

Coupling modes

Polarity and phase angle

Test strikes

Time between strikes

total number of strikes

Low: 6 kV. high: 10kV*

Low: 3 kA. High: 10kA

L1 to PE, L2 to PE, L1 to 72

Positive at 90º and negative at 270º

5 for each coupling mode and polarity/phase angles cimbination

1 minute

= 5 strikes x 3 coupling modes x 2 polarity/phase angles = 30 strikes

*This is MINIMUM requirement. Note that for the most combination wave generators, which have a source impedance 
of 2Ω, the generator charging voltage will need to be raised above the specified level (to somewhere in the vicinity of 20kV) 
to obtain the specified current peak.

Table 3. DOE MSSLC 1.2/50µs Combination wave test specification
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AddingIntelligence
By David Andeen, Maxim Integrated Products 

Imagine a marathon on a very hot, dusty day 
when saving every ounce of energy matters 
to the outcome. This race isn’t half over, but 

the winner seems certain. The lead looks insur-
mountable, because this runner can do more 
with less energy. This runner shines brighter. In 
the face of heat and competition, this runner 
stays cool. So far, so good. Yet, will this com-
petitor set the pace and hold the lead in the sec-
ond half of the race? In a world of athletes who 

all train and compete intelligently, talent and 
potential only go so far. Great—and wasted—
potential litters the road to success. Will the cur-
rent leader dig deep, run a smart race, respond 
to the elements, and live up to expectations? 
Time, and intelligence, will tell. 

Now you ask me, “What does a marathon 
have to do with LEDs? Do you really know what 
you’re talking about?” I think so. Like a strong 
runner leading a marathon, LEDs hold promise 

to LED lighting
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in the world’s race to produce more ener-
gy-efficient lighting. A major technological 
advance over both incandescent and fluo-
rescent lighting, LEDs use less energy, last 
longer, and allow more control of color and 
direction of light. 

In 2010, lighting consumed an estimated 
19% of U.S. electricity1. And by the year 
2030, lighting could consume a full 767 
terawatt-hours (TWh) annually.2 What an 
opportunity for that lead runner in our fan-
ciful marathon! LEDs for lighting could re-
duce that electricity consumption by 25% 
by 2030.2 Moreover, LEDs could ease the 
quantity and type of solid waste generated 
by lighting, because they last up to five 
times longer than other lighting solutions 
and contain no toxic materials. Eventu-
ally replacing LEDs will not necessarily 
occur because of lamp failure, but simply 
as the result of architectural style. Further-

more, the ability to fine-tune color with 
red, green, and blue (RGB) LEDs adds new 
options for performance and creativity. 
Ultimately, LEDs will function well beyond 
illuminating a space. They will simply look 
and fit better with new styles and fixtures. 

How will LEDs fulfill their tremendous 
potential? Undoubtedly, the first hurdle 
is price. LEDs currently cost an order of 
magnitude more than existing lighting so-
lutions. Saving energy is often not enough 
to convince price-conscious businesses 
and consumers to make the more expen-
sive purchase. Manufacturing savings and 
volume production will likely reduce prices 
over time, but will costs drop enough 
and can it come fast enough to win over 
users? Those trends are uncertain and 
entirely debatable. Admittedly, they are 
beyond the scope of this discussion. Con-
sider also availability, which affects price. 

Go to any two hardware stores and try to 
find the same LED lamp. It’s tough. Many 
retailers do not stock sufficient variety or 
quantity of LED lamps to pull in the casual 
consumer. Why? It comes back to price 
and efficient inventory turns. So where 
does that leave us, as engineers, innova-
tors, and creative thinkers? How do we 
enable LED lighting to reach its potential? 
To win the marathon? 

Let’s give LEDs lights intelligence, make 
them smart. Let’s give these lights eyes, a 
voice, and the ability to count. Designing 
high-value semiconductors into lighting 
applications will optimize energy efficiency, 
maximize lamp lifetime, and reduce main-
tenance costs. Then LEDs will run the rest 
of the race, hard and strong, and they will 
win the race by running smart. 

Ambient light sensing, communications, 
and energy measurement make up the 
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critical components of an intelligent light-
ing system. Ambient light sensing allows 
lights to dim when other sources of light 
already light a space sufficiently. In addi-
tion, sensors that detect the color of ambi-
ent light permit color tuning of advanced 
RGB LED lighting systems. Communica-
tion permits remote control and central 
networking of both small and large lighting 
installations. Energy measurement pro-
vides accurate accounting of consumed 
power and system insight for predictive 
maintenance. All of these features—ambi-
ent light sensing, communication, and en-
ergy measurement—translate into energy 
conservation and lower operating costs. 
In this talk, I’ll explore the critical design 
considerations of adding ambient light 
sensing, communication (both wireless 
and powerline), and energy measurement 
to LED lighting systems. Reference design 

examples are presented. 
Ambient light sensors (ALS) detect the 

amount of light in the proximity of the 
sensor. These simple devices become 
the “eyes” of an LED lighting system, and 
also the throttle. When there is already 
light in the room, lighting is completely 
unnecessary. The lamps can be dimmed 
or turned off completely, reducing power 
consumption and increasing lamp life-
time. Features critical to ambient light 
sensors include current consumption, lux 
range, and IR and UV blocking. These 
sensors must quietly exist in the system; 
they cannot pull excess energy that de-
feats their purpose of conserving system 
energy. Excellent ambient light sensors 
perform with less than 1μA of current. Lux 
range must exceed typical ranges of lux 
for a given outdoor application. A range 
from 0.1lx to 100,000lx generally en-

compasses most applications. A slightly 
higher band may be necessary for system 
robustness. IR and UV blocking remove 
any unwanted light in the nonvisible spec-
trum from the actual system readings. 

Figure 1 shows the placement of an 
ALS in a luminaire. The sensor must re-
side beyond the light of the lamp itself to 
prevent artificial light from affecting the 
ambient measurement. In this design, 

Figure 1.  
The ALS is  
mounted on a 
seperate PCB  
and places  
underneath the 
shadow of the 
luminaire’s  
support beam. 
This prevents  
the sensor from 
reading light  
from the lamp 
itself.
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the ALS resides on a separate board and 
receives shade from the beam support-
ing the lamp. This straightforward design 
enables the ALS to turn off the lamp when 
morning light exceeds a pre-programmed 
value. RGB sensors can add even more 
“character” to a lighting application. LED 
systems like the one pictured here that 
are equipped with RGB LEDs and ambi-
ent light sensors can dynamically tune 
their color output for application-specific 
requirements, such as mood lighting on a 
terrace or department store lighting for a 
display.

 Now let’s talk about smart communi-
cation in LEDs. Ears and a voice are the 
next most critical features to make an 
LED light intelligent. By simply network-
ing lights, you can turn them on and 
off, or dim them, via the network. This 
operation alone will reduce energy con-

sumption. Communication also provides 
quick feedback for outages, necessary 
maintenance, and emergency situations. 
This information will save overall system 
maintenance costs. Both wireless and 
wired communication methods work ef-
fectively in various situations, depending 
on the network size and geography. Wire-
less works well in small indoor and larger 
outdoor applications with a continuous 
line of sight, available frequency bands, 
and sufficient headroom for transmission 
power. Powerline communication (PLC) 
uses the existing powerlines to provide 
the communication. PLC works extremely 
well in large municipal-style lighting in-
stallations, tunnels, and indoor parking 
garages where line of sight is not possible 
because of geography or building walls. 
In all communication applications, reli-
ability and robustness are critical. If com-

munication fails, the system provides no 
benefits. 

In wireless applications, signals may run 
over Wi-Fi®, ZigBee®, or other standard 
and proprietary protocols often in, but not 
limited to, the industrial, scientific, and 
medical (ISM) radio bands. Limiting power 
consumption provides network flexibility, 
and is critical if endpoints use batteries. 
Figure 2 shows a unique application in 
which a light switch is equipped with an 
energy-harvesting RF transceiver. The sys-
tem harvests the energy used to flick the 
switch, resulting in a usable DC voltage 
that powers the radio communication over 
< 1GHz RF to the light fixture. This switch 
can be placed anywhere in a room, pro-
vided that the signal reaches the luminaire. 
Without the need to wire the light switch, 
room design becomes more flexible and 
lighting control more dynamic.
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 Powerline communication (PLC) con-
trol of lighting uses the existing lines that 
already deliver power, thus making this 
method a cost-effective choice. PLC 
eliminates concerns such as sharing com-
munication frequencies, performance in 
bad weather, and network maintenance, 

because communication occurs 
over maintained lines already de-
livering power. Range, speed, and 
robustness are the critical design 
considerations with PLC. Power-
lines carry a tremendous amount of 
noise, which affects system robust-
ness. G3-PLC™ communication is 
a new OFDM-based PLC standard 
that provides excellent communica-
tion over power lines. This standard 
allows for speeds up to 300kbps, 
mesh networking capability, and robust 
mode for high-noise situations. OFDM-
based, PLC-controlled lighting networks 
similar to G3-PLC already exist. Figure 
3 shows the PLC installation for a tunnel 
lighting network, by Nyx Hemera Tech-
nologies.4 This system has already saved 
25% in energy and 30% in reduction of 
maintenance. This large-scale installation 

supports up to 1022 lights on a single sys-
tem and communicates over distances of 
up to 3km.

 Finally, smart LED lights need the ability 
to count watts. In a smart grid, each instal-
lation, from smart meters to voltage con-
trollers to electric vehicle chargers, features 
energy measurement that gives utilities and 
customers accurate knowledge of power 

AC

RF network lighting

Energy harvesting
RF transceiver

Figure 2. A building automation application in which the 
light witch contains an unwird, energy-harvesting RF 
transceiver that controls the LED lighting.

Remote terminal unit

WAN

PLC concentrator/master

2km Branch Power line

5km Branch

50 Nodes

200 Nodes

One PLC node per lamp

One PLC node per two lamps

Figure 3. An example of municipal streetlight network using powerline communication.4
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use in real time. Major lighting in-
stallations that report back their 
consumption provide finer gran-
ularity about building and mu-
nicipal lighting situations. In this 
way, they can ensure that utilities 
only charge for the exact amount 
of energy used. By dimming or 
turning these lights off when not 
in use, they become responsive 
to user demand. Furthermore, 
variation in the energy consump-
tion of specific lamps can signal 
a need for system repair, mainte-
nance, or replacement. There is 
no doubt that with many lighting 
installations in areas difficult to 
access, optimizing maintenance 
will save money. To produce usable data 
in a smart grid, energy-measurement de-
signs must provide a high level of accuracy 

across a wide current range. Furthermore, 
limiting or eliminating calibration time re-
duces overall system cost. Figure 4 shows 
a flexible LED lighting reference design 

featuring energy measurement.5 
The energy-measurement chip also 
provides system dimming and a 
DALI interface. 

Many municipalities are currently 
installing LED lighting without intel-
ligent features. This will generate 
tremendous future opportunity for 
retrofit modules that enhance the 
performance of LED lights. To be 
upgradeable, these systems need 
interfaces that permit links to the 
intelligent lighting system. Given 
the cost and volume of LEDs, 
merely replacing relatively new and 
efficient LEDs will not be cost ef-
fective. Simple interfaces, such as 
DALI, will allow future addition of 

ambient light sensors, communications, 
and energy measurement.

 Where does this leave us? The race 

!
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Figure 4. A complete samrt LED lighting reference design, featuring energy  
measurement, ambient light sensng, and communication.
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for industry and consumers to transi-
tion to LEDs will be a long one. It is clear 
that LED lighting holds the potential to 
transform lighting and save tremendous 
amounts of energy. Adding the critical 
elements of “intelligent” lighting—ALS, 
communication, and energy measure-
ment—will make LEDs far more useful 
and appealing. The measurement data 
supplied by smart LEDs will further re-
duce the energy consumption of that 
lighting system. It will lower operational 
and maintenance costs. With intelligence, 
LEDs can reach their full potential and 
beat out traditional forms of lighting in the 
race that is already being run every day. p
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Bringing LED Control Into the

Digital Age
By Charlie Ice, Microchip Technology, Inc. 

The demands on the ordinary light fixture 
have dramatically increased in recent 
years. Commercial buildings have started 

using lighting to attract customers, consumers 
have started looking for more efficiency, and 
everywhere new ideas on lighting are emerg-
ing. LEDs have enabled lighting engineers to 
create fixtures that can generate any color of 
the rainbow. Many designers are looking for 

ways to add communication to lighting fixtures, 
to enable failure reporting, remote control and 
a host of other features. LEDs offer designers 
many advantages, including greater efficiency, 
long life, and the ability to turn on and off almost 
instantly. Because of these advantages, LEDs 
have become a focus for many lighting systems. 

To use an LED in a lighting fixture, the LED 
must produce much more light than the typical 
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surface-mount LED most engineers 
are familiar with. From a design per-
spective, one of the key ways high-
brightness LEDs differ from their low-
light counterparts is that they draw 
more power and, therefore, require 
a more advanced control system. A 
high-brightness LED might have a 
forward current on the order of 300 
mA, and could be part of a string of 
5 LEDs. Controlling this system now 
becomes much more of a design 
challenge.

 First, the light output of an LED, 
called “luminous flux” is directly re-
lated to the forward current (IF) of the LED, 
as shown in Figure 1. The designer must 
have a power stage capable of supplying 
enough constant current to achieve the de-
sired level of light output. At first glance, a 
simple voltage source and resistor in series 

with the LED would appear to provide the 
constant current needed, as IF = (VSource-
VF)/R, where VSource is the source volt-
age, VF is the forward voltage of the LED, 
and R is the resistance of the resistor in 
series with the LED. However, as shown in 
Figure 2, any changes to the LED’s forward 

current cause a change in the LEDs for-
ward voltage, resulting in a change in the 
amount of light output by the LED. There-
fore, to properly control an LED, the power 
stage must actively control the current 
supplied the LED, not the voltage.

 Another significant issue with high-
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brightness LEDs is heat. The power dissi-
pated in any LED application is the product 
of the LED’s forward current and forward 
voltage. For high-brightness LEDs, this 
power may be on the order of a few hun-
dred milliwatts. Due to the small package 
size and the amount of power dissipated, 
high-brightness LEDs get hot—very hot. 
The LED’s forward voltage and forward 
current both change with temperature, as 
previously discussed. Furthermore, the 
temperature of the LED can affect the color 
of the light emitted. For color mixing-appli-
cations, this requires the LED system to be 
able to compensate for this change. Finally, 
most high-brightness LEDs’ lifespans de-
crease significantly if they are operated at 
high temperatures. To counteract this, the 
LED control system must actively monitor 
the temperature of the LEDs in the system 
and adjust accordingly.

The LED power supply and heat from 
the LEDs themselves are two significant 
design challenges for high-brightness 
LEDs. However, there are many other 
challenges not mentioned in this paper. 
Digital control greatly simplifies solving 
many of these design challenges. Digital 
Signal Controllers (DSCs) on the market 
today are capable of digitally controlling 
a power supply. In a digitally controlled 
power supply, the DSC directly controls 
the power stage—generating the PWM 
signals to drive the power stage and us-
ing its on-chip Analog-to-Digital Con-
verter (ADC) to sample the power stage’s 
output. The DSC executes software (such 
as a PID control loop) that controls the 
power supply, and the designer is able to 
write the software program executed by 
the DSC. This gives the designer incred-
ible flexibility in the power-supply design. 

With a digitally controlled power supply, 
the designer can implement constant  
current control and implement features 
such as temperature monitoring into the 
power supply by modifying the software 
running on the DSC. Additionally, DSCs 
and digital control open the door to  
implementing advanced features into  
the LED fixture, such as color mixing. 

Digital control with a DSC can enable the 
designer to implement the power stage 
control and advanced features for the LED 
fixture, such as dimming and communica-
tions, using a single chip. A DSC can also 
simplify implementing and controlling the 
power stage. Two common power-stage 
topologies used in LED lighting are the 
Buck and Boost topologies. Both of these 
are easily controlled using a DSC.

 A Buck topology is a DC-to-DC con-
verter that outputs a voltage less than 
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its input voltage, which is ideal when 
the desired forward voltage across the 
LED string is less than the input voltage. 
A Buck converter configured to control 
an LED is shown in Figure 3. The PWM 
signal from the DSC turns the switch Q 

on and off. When switch Q is turned on 
(closed) the inductor I. charges and for-
ward current through the LED is propor-
tional to the voltage across Rsns. The 
voltage across Rsns is fed to the com-
parator module of the DSC, CMPX. The 

comparator has an internal reference, 
which corresponds to the desired forward 
current across the LED. Once the voltage 
across Rsns equals that of the compara-
tor’s reference voltage, the comparator 
shuts off the PWM module. This opens 
switch Q, and causes the inductor to  
discharge through the LED and free-
wheeling diode, maintaining the LED’s 
forward current. The PWM and compara-
tor are reset on the next PWM cycle and 
the process repeats itself. The advantage 
to this method is that it uses the modules 
on the DSC to control the Buck regula-
tor, freeing the DSC’s CPU to implement 
other features.

 Figure 4 shows a Boost topology config-
ured to drive LEDs. A Boost is ideal when 
the input voltage is less than the desired 
forward voltage cross the LED string. Simi-
lar to the Buck topology, the PWM signal 
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Figure 3. Buck topology configured to drive an LED or 
string of LEDs

Figure 4. Boost topology configured to drive an LED or 
string of LEDs
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from the DSC opens and closes switch Q 
and the voltage across Rsns is proportion-
al to the forward current across the LED 
string. In this example, however, the Rsns 
voltage is fed into the DSC’s on-chip ADC. 
Using the Rsns value and a reference 
value for the desired forward current, the 
DSC runs a Proportional Integral (PI) con-
trol loop to control the boost converter and 
reach the desired forward current across 
the LED string. Here, the DSC’s powerful 
DSP engine is very useful, as it is able to 
execute the PI loop very quickly and leave 
enough headroom for the designer to add 
other features to the LED fixture. 

One of the features many designers 
need to add to their LED systems is dim-
ming. Many LED lighting fixtures today 
do some kind of dimming, whether to 
change the amount or color of the light 
output by the fixture. A simple way to cre-

ate color from an LED fixture 
is to have a red, a green, and 
a blue string of LEDs. By pre-
cisely dimming each string, it 
is possible for the LED fixture 
to output any light color. The 
design challenge now be-
comes precisely dimming each 
LED string to achieve the de-
sired color. 

Since the LED’s brightness (or, luminous 
flux, to be precise) is dependent upon the 
forward current of the LED, the simple ap-
proach would be to vary the forward cur-
rent of the LED to dim the LED. However, 
the color output by most LEDs changes 
as the forward-current changes. A better 
approach to dimming is to pulse the LED’s 
current. LEDs can turn on or off almost 
instantly, so they can be pulsed on and off 
at rates much faster than the human eye 

can detect. Adjusting the amount of time 
it is turned on, while keeping the forward 
current of the LED constant can change 
the effective brightness of the LED. The 
result is that the average current seen by 
the LED, and the light output by the LED, 
changes; but the forward current of the 
LED remains constant, ensuring that the 
color of the light output by the LED is  
constant, as shown in Figure 5.

 Digital control greatly simplifies imple-
menting pulsed-current dimming con-

Forward
current

(IF)

Time

350mA (100% brightness)

175mA (50% brightness)

Figure 5. Pulsing the forward current effects the brightness of the LED
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trol, because the LED control is done 
through software. In a digital system, 
the DSC’s PWM module generates the 
PWM signal that controls the power 
stage. Most DSCs today have PWM 
modules that have an override feature, 
where the PWM module can be instantly 
shut off. To create the pulsed-current 
effect, a counter is implemented in soft-
ware that asserts the override signal, 
once a value that corresponds to the 
required dimming is reached. For ex-
ample, if the counter counted from 0 - 255, 
a value of 127 would result in 50% bright-
ness. The counter would count up from 
0 to 255 and, once 127 were reached, 
the override signal would be asserted on 
the PWM module, effectively shutting the 
LED off. Once the counter reached 255, it 
would reset to 0 and de-assert the over-
ride signal to turn the LED back on. Figure 

6 illustrates how the counter creates the 
pulsed current. The time it takes for the 
counter to reach 255 corresponds to the 
frequency of the LED’s pulsed current. This 
is typically 400 Hz, as the human eye does 
not perceive any flicker at this frequency. 
With the flexibility of software, this dim-
ming method is easily implemented.

 As shown in the examples above, digi-
tal control offers LED fixture designers the 

ability to control the LED system digi-
tally and implement advanced features 
all in one DSC. With a digital signal 
controller in the system, implement-
ing features such as communication 
and fault detection becomes a matter 
of writing software on the DSC. This 
opens the door to many new and excit-
ing features on the LED fixture. For ex-
ample, if all the light fixtures on a street 
could communicate with a central sys-
tem, any failures could be easily identi-

fied and, by using LEDs, the lights would 
be more efficient and have a longer life. 
As the market for LED lighting continues 
to grow, the creativity of designers will 
continue to bring new features and ideas 
to the market. With the power and flexibil-
ity of digital control, LED designers will be 
able to turn those new features and ideas 
into reality.p
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Figure 6. Digitally-controlled dimming
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Pico-Projector

Design
By Francis Nguyen, Stefan Morgott, OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH 

An LED (Light Emitting Diode) light 
source solution is described based on 
a flexible chip and package platform 

for color sequential embedded pico projection. 
The optimization of RGB LEDs to meet bright-
ness, efficacy (lm/W), size and cost for a variety 
of pico projector engine designs is examined in 
conjunction with other key components used in 
the projector such as the imager type and size; 

optics and the drive electronics. 
The first production LED powered projector 

was introduced in 2005, followed a year later by 
a number of projectors from various manufac-
turers with output ranging from 5 to 15 lumens. 
These new smaller projectors could easily fit in 
a briefcase but were not yet small enough to fit 
in a jacket pocket. Using the definition, (weight 
defined as between 0.21 kg to 1 kg), these new 

with Color LEDs
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units would be classified as Pico-projec-
tors [1]. These new projectors were ca-
pable of displaying an image large enough 
for a small audience in a darkened room. 

In 2007, 3M started shipping the MP1xx 
series of pico-projectors, ranging from the 
MP120 capable of 12 lm and more recently 
the MP180 capable of 30 lm. All of these 
machines were stand-alone, with built-in 
battery capable of 2 hours run-time and of 
displaying still images and videos stored in 
onboard memory or supplied by an exter-
nal source. 

Subsequently other pico-projectors were 
introduced which were embedded in hand-
held appliances such as digital still cam-
eras, cell phones and camcorders. To date 
there are not many cell phones with built-in 
projectors on the market due to cost, size 
and battery drain with the addition of the 
projector. In this paper we examine some 

of the challenges in maximizing screen 
brightness and efficiency and minimizing 
size to provide practical solutions that are 
attractive to the mass market.

Architecture of a Pico-Projector
A typical design (See Figure 1) consists of 
the following components:
• The LED light source
• The collection optics, which direct the 
light from the LED to the imager
• The imager, invariably a DMD (digital 
micro-mirror device) or LCoS (liquid crystal 
on silicon), which accepts digital display 
signals to shutter the LED light and direct 
it to the projection optics.
• The output or projection optics project 
the display image on the screen and also 
permits functions such as focusing of the 
screen image.
• Control electronics – includes the LED 

drivers, interfacing circuits and video and 
graphics processor.

 
Design Challenges 
For many LED applications the total ex-
tracted lumens (luminous flux) is the most 
important parameter. For projection it is 
not the total but the usable LED

lumens that are essential, i.e. the lumens 
that can be guided through the optical 
system. For a pico projector module em-
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Figure1. Major components of a LED based projector.
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bedded in a mobile appliance, the avail-
able electrical power is limited to a fixed 
value to ensure expected battery operation 
time can be achieved. Therefore the figure 
of merit is the projector efficacy (lm/W), i.e. 
the white screen lumens per electrical LED 
power. The LED source has to be opti-
mized in respect to the chip and package 
efficiency, and to the etendue match for 
the projector optical system. The different 
imager panel types, sizes and illumination 
architectures all require different types of 
LEDs for achieving maximum projector 
efficacy. The next sections provide some 
useful design rules for optimizing the LED 
in respect to maximum system efficacy. 

LED CHIP EFFICACY 
For projection, the use of LED chips with 
enhanced out-coupling features based on 

the ThinFilm and ThinGaN chip technolo-
gies invented by OSRAM Opto Semicon-
ductors is a good choice due to their high 
inherent efficacies and surface emitting 
properties. ThinFilm (Red) and ThinGaN 
(Green, Blue) chips are based on the AlIn-
GaP and InGaN semiconductor material 
system, respectively. For projection the 

spectral emission for RGB is specified by 
dominant wavelengths of 617/525/460nm 
respectively. Typical spectral curves are 
shown in figure 2.

 The relative efficacy (normalized to 
100% @ 350mA/mm2) versus current 
density for ThinFilm and ThinGaN chips is 
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shown in Figure 3. The Graph illustrates 
that the relative efficacies (lm/Watt) for the 
standard chip sizes 500μm (20mil), 750μm 
(30mil) and 1mm (40mil) all at 350mA 
(lm/S) decrease with increasing current 
density. This so called current-droop is 
stronger for ThinGaN than for ThinFilm.

 Therefore by selecting the maximum 
LED chip size, higher efficacy is obtained. 

Design rule #1: Maximize the LED chip 
size.

Etendue For Optimizing LED Design
For each projection optical system, there 

is a maximum usable light emitting area of 
the LED. Beyond this maximum area the 
additional light cannot be guided through 
the optical system. The etendue is a use-
ful quantity to calculate the usable amount 
of light that can be guided through the 
projector optics system [2]. The etendue 

determines the maximum usable emitting 
area of the light source as it quantifies the 
spatial and angular extent of a light beam. 
The etendue E of the LED is generally de-
fined as E = n. ·A·Ω, where n is the refrac-
tive index of the medium, A is the emission 
area and Ω _is the projected solid angle. 

In an ideal optical system the etendue 
is a constant throughout the optical path. 
It cannot be decreased and at the same 
time, luminance cannot be increased. This 
means that the etendue of the LED is lim-
ited by the optical system etendue i.e. the 
imager panel size and acceptance angle of 
the optical system [2]:

 where n is the refractive index of the 
LED encapsulation, ALED is the LED emit-
ting surface area, θLED is the half-angle of 

the emission cone, Ap is the active area of 
the imager panel and θsystem is the ac-
ceptance half-angle of the system. The ac-
ceptance angle of the optical system can 
be limited either by the acceptance angle 
of the imager panel or the F-number of the 
projection lens. 

Formula (2) shows, that the LED emitting 
area is limited to a maximum usable area. 
If the LED area exceeds this limit, some 
fraction of light is lost because it can not 
be guided through the optical system. 

It has been shown that the surface  
emitting properties of ThinFilm and  
ThinGaN LEDs without the use of reflec-
tors provide the highest luminance at the 
lowest etendue. 

Design rule #2: Keep the chip size (emit-
ting area) below the maximum limit defined 
by the optical system etendue. 

In design rules #1 and #2 the chip size 

ELED < Esystem (1)

n2  ALED sin2  θLED < Ap  sin2  θsystem (2)
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for best system efficacy is reached if the 
LED etendue equals the system etendue. 
This gives:

 The half-angle θLED of the emission 
cone of a surface emitting LED is 90 deg. 
To collect the light, a secondary optics (i.e. 
lens outside the LED package) is used. We 
can collect light within a cone angle typi-
cally up to 70deg. Therefore the collection 
angle influences the optimum chip size. 
A more narrow collection angle allows a 
larger usable chip area [5]. 

Design rule #3: Best efficacy is reached if 
the etendue of the LED equals that of the 
optical system. 

As cost goes up with the increase in size 
of the imager, it is best to use the small-
est imager that meets the performance 
requirements. Since the LED cost also 

increases proportionally with the chip area, 
the goal is to maximize the chip area for 
chip efficacy, but not to exceed the sys-
tem etendue limit as the excess chip area 
would be wasted.

Examples of Optimizing LED Sizes to 
match Imagers 
For embedded projectors, there are sever-
al small DMD (DLP® by Texas Instruments) 
and LCoS imager panels available. In Table 
1, the parameters of a selection of four 
imager panels with diagonal sizes rant-
ing from 0.22 to 0.30 inch are listed. Also 
shown is the optimum LED chip size (emit-
ting area) based on the etendue match.

 
Optical Architecture 
1-Channel Illumination Architecture 

The 4-chip LED solutions containing 
RGGB are typically for 1-channel illumina-

tion (figure 4). The two green chips help to 
compensate for the lower efficiency of the 
green LED especially due to the fact that 
green contributes over 65% of the white 
screen lumens.

 While the 1-channel approach eliminates 
the need for color beam combining, there 
must be an optics element such as a lens 
array or mixing rod to achieve good color 
uniformity across the whole imager panel 
[3]. The screen lumens are limited because 
the maximum emitting area (defined by 

ALED  = (Ap  sin2  θsystem) / (n2  sin2  θLED) (3)

0.22”
nHD
DMD

0.3”
WVGA
DMD

0.21”
WVGA
LCoS

0.28”
720p
LCoS

Diagonal inch

F-number

Acceptance angle, deg

Etendue, mm2sr

Optimum chip size mm x mm

0.22

2.4

12

1.74

1.10 x 0.62

0.30

2.4

12

3.24

1.50 x 0.84

0.21

1.8

16

2.74

1.37 x 0.77

0.28

1.8

16

4.86

1.83x 1.03

Table 1. Some imager panels and corresponding ideal LED chip sizes  
for 3-channel illumination.
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the etendue limitation) contains all three 
colors. Therefore this approach is mainly 
used for low brightness and low cost due 
to component simplicity. [4, 5] 

3-Channel Illumination Architecture 
The most straight forward illumination 

architecture is a 3-channel configuration in 
which the three beams of different colors 
are combined by dichroic filters (figure 5). 
Here the maximum emitting area for each 
color can be used as the 3 areas are su-
perimposed. 3-channel offers the highest 
system throughput but will cost more and 

requires more space due to the need of 
additional hardware.

 
2-Channel Illumination Architecture 

The good match of 2x 760μm is the ba-
sis for combining 2 colors within one LED 
device and using a second device for the 
remaining color. With this 2-channel solu-
tion, the size and the cost can be reduced 
compared to 3-channel and offers higher 
throughput compared to 1-channel.

 Figure 6 shows the configuration of 
G+RB with red and blue combined in one 
device and green in a separate package. In 

most cases it is beneficial to use a larger 
chip (1mm or 2mm.) for green than for red/
blue (both 750μm) to compensate for the 
lower efficiency of the green LED. 

Converted Green 
Due to the need for more green flux com-
ponent (over 65 %) to generate white light, 
OSRAM has developed converted green 
by using a blue LED pump to excite green 
ceramic based phosphor. This combina-
tion results in 90% more green lumens 
with wider spectrum than native true green 
(see figure 7). The built-in dichroics in a 2 

G

B

R

G
G

RB

G

R B

Figure 4. 1-channel illumination architecture Figure 5. 3-channel illumination architecture Figure 4. 2-channel illumination architecture
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or 3-channel architecture will remove the overlapping color spec-
trum resulting in about 40% higher white lumen output (see figure 
8).

 
Drive electronics 
For cost and space savings, it is desirable to use a multi-channel 
single driver chip. In a color sequential system, generally only 1 
color is turned on at any time. For this reason, some drivers can 
affect additional savings with the use of shared circuitry for the 3 
colors. 

However it is important to make 2 allowances in the selection of 
the LED driver: 

- The chip is able to accommodate the difference in Vf between 
the red chip (typically 2.5V) and that of the blue and green chips 
(typically 3.6V). 

- For some projector designs, overlapping of 2 or more colors is 
used to increase projector output. 

Conclusion 
LEDs are an excellent light source for pico projection due to their 
compact size and high lumen output. Selecting the optimal LED 
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for projector efficacy (screen lumens / LED 
power consumption) is based on system 
size, imager type and size, brightness re-
quirements and power consumption. The 
use of different chip and package sizes 
enables different illumination architectures 
such as 1-, 2- and 3-channel illumination 
depending again on the same factors as 
in LED selection. It is possible to achieve 
optical efficiency >90% for 3-channel and 
>80% for 2 channel with the appropriate 
choice of LED and imager. In addition to 
the efficacy, projector engine size and cost 
are also key variables when selecting an 
LED for pico projection. 

DELL recently launched the M110, an 
Ultra-mobile projector, rated at 300 lm us-
ing 3-channel architecture and converted 
green. Assuming that LEDs follow Moore’s 
Law, we can expect that there will be fur-

ther brightness gain and lower cost in the 
coming years. Projectors embedded into 
cell phone will be more common and pico-
projectors will be bright enough for serious 
business presentations without the need 
to turn down room lighting. p
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